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WHAT’S NEW
October is the SPOOKY time of year, but it’s downright
eerie this time around. With the CDC recommending
against traditional trick-or-treating, many parents
are wondering how to celebrate the season with their
children.
Here’s what some of the HTA friends and family have
thought up!
A moonlight/flashlight scavenger hunt around the yard
or house to puzzle out clues and earn candy as they go.
A “Feats of Strength” trial in the backyard. Have the
children stack blocks or bricks or rocks – however many
they can stack is how many pieces of candy they get!
Have math and reading challenges. A simple dart game,
or NERF gun target.
And finally, for the truly dedicated, make your own mini
haunted house!
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REFERRAL
Join the HTA
Advisory Committee!

JOIN THE HTA
ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Have a coffee on us, and get a chance at a
FREE iPad.
With our new referral rewards program, every
qualified referral enters you into a drawing
for a new iPad. Don’t miss your chance to win
this quarter!

This monthly publication
provided courtesy of Derrick
Weisbrod & Hugh Anderson,
Founding Advisors of Healthcare
Technology Advisors.
Our mission is to be trusted
advisors guiding healthcare
businesses through the complex
IT and HIPAA landscape while
providing a comprehensive
service that always maintains a
human touch.

Get more free tips, tools and services at htadvisorsllc.com or call (314) 312-4701
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CLIENT SPOTLIGHT: CAPE GIRARDEAU SURGICAL CLINIC, INC.
to the best outcomes in care, and engaging the
patient in all steps of their care can foster a trusting
partnership.
The seven general surgeons on staff are able to
perform a wide range of surgical procedures, and
represent over 90 years of combined surgical
experience. The office runs Mon-Fri from 8-5,
and the fully staffed operation provides excellent
administrative and patient support.

Cape Girardeau Surgical Clinic is a full service
surgery practice located in Doctor’s Park, Cape
Girardeau. For over four decades they have been
operating on the principal that establishing open,
cooperative relationships with their patients leads

Healthcare Technology Advisors has been proud
to work with Cape Surgical over the years as they
improve their operations and provide ever more
exceptional patient care. We strongly believe in this
group of dedicated and knowledgeable surgeons
and support staff to continue their legacy of
excellence into the future.

TECH TIP: IF YOUR DATA IS RANSOMED, CAN YOU PAY THE FEE?
Cyber liability insurance is an answer to the evolving
threat and risk landscape of digital technology. It covers
financial losses incurred as the result of a cyber attack
such as ransomware or viruses. Typically, a cyber liability
insurance policy will cover multiple types of claims. First
Party Coverage would apply to the loss or damage to
electronic data – this usually covers the cost of restoring or
recovering that lost data. It should cover loss of income or
extra expenses, such as recouping the money lost during
a day of forced downtime while a system is being restored.
Meanwhile, cyber extortion coverage would cover the cost of
paying a ransom in order to restore data after a ransomware
attack. Most entities that end up paying ransoms to recover
data are using their cyber liability coverage to do it.
Third-Party Liability Coverage is important if your business is handling the protected data of
individuals, such as health or financial data. This coverage would come in to play to cover the cost
of any lawsuits filed against you for loosing or mishandling customer’s data.
Cyber Liability Insurance is a good idea for any business that either relies heavily on its technology
and access to data to function, or handles customer’s data, especially if that data is sensitive or
protected. For healthcare institutions, this coverage can protect not only against downtime and
lost hardware or data, but also against the cost of notifying patients, monitoring their credit, and
settling any lawsuits that may result from a data breach. Cyber Liability Insurance is becoming a
more widely available coverage, and may be available at a discount if your IT and HIPAA Security
compliance meets certain benchmarks of competence.
Sign up HERE for a free report that will show you how to protect your network, and we’ll give you a
Cyber Liability Consultation for FREE: htadvisorsllc.com/protect
Get more free tips, tools and services at htadvisorsllc.com or call (314) 312-4701
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A MESSAGE FROM THE CEO
Summer is transitioning into fall, and with it many
medical practices are transitioning into a new
routine. We are used to the flu season bringing
increased patient counts and perhaps decreased
staffing, as school functions, and school’s ability to
spread the self-same flu, put added stress on our
administrators, doctors, and nurses. Yet this year,
what we have come to expect of the fall season
had been turned on its head. Some children have
returned to school, while some are learning from
home, meaning some of our staff members are still
juggling work, tutoring, and parenting from home.
Meanwhile, continued social distancing measures
may decrease the severity of the flu season, yet with
such a scattered approach to prevention measures
across county and township lines, that protection
cannot be relied on.

staffing with such an uncertain future. Forecasting
future revenue has become tricky, if not impossible!
We have been in touch with many MGMA members
as well as non-MGMA practices and in nearly every
case, we see practices just trying to maintain their
business. Projects to improve the business are
not being thought about, much less implemented,
even as patient throughput at clinics is back to full
capacity – in some cases even exceeding previous
schedule backlogs. My worry is that, as fall and
flu season and continued uncertainty over the
pandemic unfolds, our practice managers will
continue to be stretched thin filling in for missing
staff members and struggling to implement
COVID-19 preventative measures, while managing a
practice that may see declining patients and revenue
if the pandemic worsens.

In this uncertain environment, how can a medical
practice, or any business, focus on improving
their operations? In my own business, we are
restructuring and focusing on how to move forward
with our new reality. It is difficult to balance the
need to implement new services, upgrades, and

There are no easy answers to these problems.
We can only collectively focus on supporting our
hardworking staff, keeping everyone safe, and
planning for when we will have the time, revenue,
and staff to implement new projects.

Get more free tips, tools and services at htadvisorsllc.com or call (314) 312-4701
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HIPAA FINE SPOTLIGHT
$1,040,000

A non-profit health system based in Rhode Island
has agreed to pay a staggering 1.04 million dollar
settlement to the Office for Civil Rights (OCR).
Lifespan Health System Affiliated Covered Entity
(Lifespan ACE) filed a breach report in April of 2017,
reporting that an affiliated hospital employee’s
laptop had been stolen which contained electronic
protected health information (ePHI) on 20,431
individuals.
Any device containing ePHI should be encrypted
to protect against theft in exactly this fashion.
However, the OCR’s investigation revealed systemic
noncompliance with HIPAA rules. Lifespan ACE
had done some risk assessment and determined it
was reasonable and appropriate to encrypt their
devices, however even after determining that they
failed to do so. The investigation also revealed lack
of device and media controls and a failure to have
business associate agreements in place with the
parent corporation of Lifespan ACE.

Roger Severino, the Director of the OCR, stated
“Laptops, cellphones, and other mobile devices
are stolen every day, that’s the hard reality.
Covered entities can best protect their patients’
data by encrypting mobile devices to thwart
identity thieves.”
Readers can be certain that the large settlement
amount is the result of Lifespan ACE’s failure to
take even the most rudimentary steps to protect
their data, even after they had fully realized it
was reasonable to do so. The OCR is continuing
to pursue systemic noncompliance with a much
heavier hand than simple mistakes or failures
to properly implement procedures. The time for
pleading ignorance of what is reasonable and
appropriate is long past.

Get more free tips, tools and services at htadvisorsllc.com or call (314) 312-4701
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